We construct a certain solution F(t) to the Witten{Dijkgraf{Verlinde{Verlinde equation related to the small quantum cohomology ring of ag variety, and study the t{deformation of quantum Schubert polynomials corresponding to this solution.
Introduction
The cohomology ring of the ag variety F l n = SL n =B is isomorphic to the quotient of the polynomial ring P n := Z x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] by the ideal I n generated by symmetric polynomials without constant term: H (Fl n ; Z) = P n =I n : The Schubert cycles X w := BwB=B, w 2 W , form a linear basis of the homology group H (Fl n ; Z) and via the Poincare duality they are represented by the (geometric) Schubert polynomials X w (x) in the cohomology ring H (Fl n ; Z). It was discovered by A. LS1] , LS2], that there exists the set of distinguish representatives S w (x) 2 P n of the geometric Schubert polynomials X w (x) 2 P n =I n with nice algebraic, combinatorial and geometric properties. Follow A. Lascoux and M.-P. Sch utzenberger LS1] these distinguish representatives S w (x) are called Schubert polynomials. These polynomials form a stable, homogeneous, orthonormal basis in the ring of polynomials P n = Z x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] indexed by permutations w 2 S (n) = fw 2 S 1 ; l(c(w)) ng. We refer the reader to M] and F] for detailed account on Schubert polynomials. One of the most deep and fundamental properties of the Schubert polynomials S w (x) is that their structural constants c w uv , de ned from the decomposition S u S v = X w c w uv S w mod I n ; appear to be nonnegative integers. The only known proof of this fact appeals to algebraic geometry and is based on an interpretation of the structural constant c w uv as the intersection number of the Schubert cycles X u ; X v and X w 0 w . One of the most fundamental problems of the Schubert Calculus is to nd an algebraic proof of nonnegativity of the structural constants c w uv and give their combinatorial interpretation (Littlewood{ Richardson's problem for Schubert polynomials).
Since the quantum cohomology of compact complex Kahler manifolds, was introduced by C. Vafa V] , the computation of the (big) quantum cohomology rings of ag varieties became a priority problem of Quantum Schubert Calculus. We refer the reader to FP] and MS] where the de nition and basic properties of quantum cohomology may be found.
The essential new ingredient of the quantum cohomology theory in comparison with the classical one is the existence of the Gromov{Witten potential F(t) which contains all information about the multiplication rules in the quantum cohomology ring. The Gromov{ In particular case when t w = 0 for all w 2 S n such that l(w) 2, the quantum cohomology ring QH (Fl n ) (the so{called small quantum cohomology ring) was computed by A. Givental and B. Kim GK], see also C1]. The study of (small) quantum Schubert polynomials corresponding to the small quantum cohomology ring QH (Fl n ) of the ag variety F l n was initiated in FGP] and independently in KM], see also C2]. The Grassmannian case was considered earlier in B], C1] and W].
The main goal of the present paper is to construct a toy model for big quantum cohomology ring and big quantum Schubert polynomials for the ag variety F l n . More precisely, to construct the (toy) Gromov{Witten potential F(t) which appears to be a Here the function F(t) is a natural generalization of the quantum generating volume function V (z; q) introduced by A. Givental and B. Kim GK]. The content of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we review the de nition and some basic properties of the quantum Schubert polynomials to be used in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we introduce and study the (toy) Gromov{Witten potential F(t) and the t{deformation of quantum Schubert polynomials related to the potential F(t). In Section 4 we construct a certain Lax pair related to yet another deformation X t w of the quantum Schubert polynomials.
Quantum Schubert polynomials
In this section we review the de nition and basic properties of the quantum Schubert polynomials. The study of (small) quantum Schubert polynomials for ag variety Now we are going to review some basic properties of (small) quantum Schubert polynomial which will be used in the next sections. We start with reminding the result of A. Givental and B. Kim GK], and I. Ciocan-Fontanine C1], on the structure of the small quantum cohomology ring QH (Fl n ) of the ag variety F l n : QH (Fl n ) = Z x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ]= e I n ;
where the ideal e I n is generated by the quantum elementary symmetric polynomials e e i (x) := e i (X n jq 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ), 1 i n, with generating function n (tjX n ), see (2.1).
There exists a natural pairing hf; gi Q on the ring of polynomials Z X n ; q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ], and the small quantum cohomology ring QH (Fl n ) = Z X n ; q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ]= e I n which is induced by the Grothendieck residue with respect to the ideal e I n , see, e.g., GK], KM]:
hf; gi Q = Res e In (f; g); f; g 2 Z X n ; q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ]: The pairing hf; gi Q satis es the following properties 1) hf; gi Q = 0 if f 2 e I n ;
2) hf; gi Q de nes a nondegenerative pairing in Z x; q]= e I n = QH (Fl n ).
Let us denote by n q] = n Z Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ], H n q] = H n Z Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ], where n = Z x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] Sn stands for the ring of symmetric functions, and H n stands for the Z{span generated by monomials x I = x i 1 1 x in n , where I n = (n ? 1; n ? 2; : : : ; 1; 0).
Proposition 2.3 ( FGP], KM])
The quantum Schubert polynomials e S w , w 2 S n , form a n q]{basis of P n Z Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ]. From now we will use the notation f], f 2 Z X n ] q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ; ft w g w2Sn ]] to denote the projection of f on the subspace H n (t; q) := H n Z Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ; ft w g w2Sn ]] generated by the small quantum Schubert polynomials e Now we are going to study the structural constants for multiplication of the t{deformed 
